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ZL2LF caught this  Harvard doing unusual aerobatics at the recent Napier Air Show.  “I 
was extremely lucky to capture this moment, it was so short that very few people 
actually saw it. BUT- with the wonder of modern technology, I managed it.”  
Ed:- I am not sure the fee paid to the pilot but I am sure if you approached ZL2LF he 
would be able to arrange your callsign displayed at a future air show.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/zl2as/


HASTINGS BRANCH 13

President:        Warren Harris   ZL2AJ     027 564 9284 or 929 9088  email warren@technaserve.com 
Vice President:  Robert Wallace  ZL2SG  Ph. 878 4993               email ffonzrjw@xnet.co.nz 
Secretary:  David Walker ZL2DW   Ph 8760518, email david@apexradiocoms.co.nz
Treasurer:         Bill Lowes  ZL2UBG    Ph.  877 5078           email bill.lowes@xnet.co.nz
AREC/CD:         Robert Wallace ZL2SG    Ph. 878 4993               email  ffonzrjw@xnet.co.nz
AREC Deputy:  Warren Harris ZL2AJ    027 564 9284 or 929 9088 email warren@technaserve.com

Committee: - Lee Jennings ZL2AL Ph. 844 1226                  email  leejen@paradise.net.nz
                     - Peter Dingley ZL2LF Ph. 843 2664 email  peter.dingley@paradise.net.nz
                     - Charlotte Shuker ZL2QC Ph. 929 9088

        - Rob Leicester ZL2 RFL ph 8786381 wk 8782828 email zl2rfl@yahoo.co.nz

Hastings QSL Distribution: Chris Johnson ZL2VC Ph.879 5219  email zl2vc@xtra.co.nz 
Magazine Editor: John Newson ZL2VAF Ph. 027 230 3642     email  john@thecomputerman.co.nz
NZART License Examiners:           Lee - ZL2AL and Peter - ZL2LF 
Club Call: ZL2AS and ZL2QS

Club Nights: Fourth Wednesday each month at 7.30 pm Surf Club Rooms, Windsor Park, Hastings

Hastings Branch 13 - President’s Report
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Hi all. 
This Wednesdays meeting is an away meeting. It will be at the Faraday Centre, 
Faraday St Napier. Please meet there at 1930 hours. Bring $6 and a jersey - there 
is no heating in the exhibit hall. It should be interesting and exciting for all. Bring 
the xyl. 
Call for operators. The Gisborne Rally is on the 7th of August. I am looking for 
operators who would like to provide comms for this event. Please contact me 
directly for details. 
NZART Conference. I attended this on Br13's and Br25' behalf, and proxy for Br60 
(Taupo). The remits were voted on and the outcomes were as follows. 

●  Remit 1 (ARX free) lost on vote count 
●  Remit 2 (Family members) Passed on voice 
●  Remit 3 (XYZ calls) Passed on voice 
●  Remit 4 (Vote for ELL) Passed on voice 
●  Remit 5 (AREC forum time) Lost on voice 
●  Remit 6 (Constitution to effect remit 2) assed on voice 

Entry Level Licence mandate (as per remit 4) Lost on vote count. A foundation 
licence is now off the table. 
Other issues from the weekend. There was a motion on the floor that we seek to 
raise our legal power limit. In light of the recent prosecution of a ham for breeching 
the existing rules it was thought that now was not the right time. Lost on voice. 
Maybe a remit next year? 
During the weekend I saw presentations on SDR radio, Digital modes software and 
VHF oscillators. I attended forums on IRLP and APRS, as well as the open forum. 
The idea of our expo contest? session gained some traction and interest and I will 
be pushing this to happen. 
I have also been formally asked to head a committee and be the national training 
officer. I have accepted this position and with John Andrews, Vaughan Henderson 
and Tony Case, we will be formulating plans and resources to assist branches to 
train new amateur radio operators. 
Next years conference will be at Upper Hutt. 
See you at the Faraday Centre on Wednesday. 
Regards,
Warren Harris ZL2AJ

mailto:bill.lowes@xnet.co.nz
mailto:peter.dingley@paradise.net.nz
mailto:zl2rfl@yahoo.co.nz
mailto:john@thecomputerman.co.nz


NAPIER BRANCH 25

President: Laurie Winton ZL2TC 843 8519                            email    laurie@wilcom.co.nz
Secretary:  Stan White ZL2ST 845 2422                                email  stan.white@clear.net.nz
Treasurer: Stan White ZL2ST 845 2422                                 email  stan.white@clear.net.nz
AREC: Tony Wall ZL2RZ                                                         email  ttwall@paradise.net.nz

Committee: 
Tony Wall ZL2RZ        8354424                                                 email ttwall@paradise.net.nz
Gary James ZL2GAZ 843 9596                                                email gazzaj@paradise.net.nz 
Michael ZL2FAR         843 4210

  Committee Meetings: Third Monday of the month 7pm at Club Rooms 

Club Call: ZL2GT

Club Nights: First Wednesday each month (except January)  7.30pm at the Club Rooms: 
123 Latham Street Napier
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NAPIER NEWS…

The next Napier meeting will be on Wednesday 7 July at the clubrooms 
at 7.30 pm. We will have a digital modes demonstration in preparation 
for a kitset construction evening later in the month. Lee has acquired 
all of the parts for the kitset project which is a computer – rig interface 
for digital modes. The manufacture of a PC board under Lee’s direction 
will be part of the construction evening. If you are interested in 
building a kitset come along to the July meeting. Hastings members 
welcome.

Thanks to Warren ZL2AJ for representing us at conference at Auckland.

HF band conditions are still poor with the only QSO this month being 
with a YN in Nicaragua on 30M CW. Last month provided me with a new 
country – ET3SID Sid in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia on 20M. I have been 
looking for ET for a number of years and finally clicked at around 4 pm 
about 2 months ago when he was looking for ZLs. There are only 3 or 4 
hams there who operate spasmodically.

Stan ZL2ST

Internet Link
Yaesu Service Manuals free download

http://www.kb3lsr.com/yaesu.htm

mailto:stan.white@clear.net.nz
mailto:stan.white@clear.net.nz
mailto:ttwall@paradise.net.nz
mailto:ttwall@paradise.net.nz
mailto:gazzaj@paradise.net.nz
http://www.kb3lsr.com/yaesu.htm
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Amateur radio operator charged

Radio Spectrum Management recently prosecuted Amateur Radio Operator Alan 
Potter for transmitting outside the terms and conditions of the General User Radio 
Licence for Amateur Radio Operators.

The radio spectrum is an important resource for New Zealand and a key part of 
Radio Spectrum Management’s work is to ensure responsible use of the radio 
spectrum in a way that doesn’t cause interference to other users. 

All amateur radio operators are required to gain a qualification that covers the risks 
and harmful effects of interference from their transmitting equipment. This includes 
the risks associated with transmitting at high power levels. 

“As a qualified amateur operator, Mr Potter is well aware of the risks but has chosen 
to ignore them”, says Chris Brennan, Compliance Manager for Radio Spectrum 
Management. 

“This behaviour is unacceptable. Radio Spectrum Management are serious about 
protecting the radio spectrum for all users; we are continually monitoring and 
enforcing radio spectrum compliance, which includes prosecution when necessary”. 
Radio Spectrum Management was alerted to a video Mr Potter posted on ‘You Tube’, 
a well known online video sharing site, which showed his transmitter operating at 
3100 Watts. Operating at such high transmitting power is likely to cause 
interference to, and disruption of, a range of other licensed radio services in the 
local area. 

Radio Spectrum Management’s role is to protect the public good by ensuring 
equipment capable of transmitting radio waves complies with the terms, conditions 
and restrictions of radio licences and International standards applicable in New 
Zealand. 

Conviction and charge 

Mr Potter was charged in the Christchurch District Court on 14 April. He was found 
guilty of breaching section 113 of the Radiocommunications Act 1989. He was fined 
$1,750 and $130 for costs, plus he has been required to forfeit his radio equipment. 

For the purposes of section 113, any person who erects, constructs, establishes, 
maintains, or is in possession of any radio transmitter is presumed to have used the 
radio transmitter. In this case, Mr Potter was found in possession of radio 
transmitting equipment that was capable of operating at a significantly higher 
power than the Amateur Radio Operators General Licence allows.
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What's wrong with the sun? 
SUNSPOTS come and go, but recently they have mostly gone. For centuries, astronomers 
have recorded when these dark blemishes on the solar surface emerge, only for them to 
fade away again after a few days, weeks or months. Thanks to their efforts, we know that 
sunspot numbers ebb and flow in cycles lasting about 11 years.
But for the past two years, the sunspots have mostly been missing. Their absence, the 
most prolonged for nearly a hundred years, has taken even seasoned sun watchers by 
surprise. "This is solar behaviour we haven't seen in living memory," says David Hathaway, 
a physicist at NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama.
The sun is under scrutiny as never before thanks to an armada of space telescopes. The 
results they beam back are portraying our nearest star, and its influence on Earth, in a new 
light. Sunspots and other clues indicate that the sun's magnetic activity is diminishing, and 
that the sun may even be shrinking. Together the results hint that something profound is 
happening inside the sun. The big question is what?
The stakes have never been higher. Groups of sunspots forewarn of gigantic solar storms 
that can unleash a billion times more energy than an atomic bomb. Fears that these 
giant solar eruptions could create havoc on Earth, and disputes over the sun's role in 
climate change, are adding urgency to these studies. When NASA and the European Space 
Agency launched the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory almost 15 years ago, "
understanding the solar cycle was not one of its scientific objectives", says Bernhard Fleck, 
the mission's project scientist. "Now it is one of the key questions."

● Sun behaving badly
Sunspots are windows into the sun's magnetic soul. They form where giant loops of 
magnetism, generated deep inside the sun, well up and burst through the surface, leading 
to a localised drop in temperature which we see as a dark patch. Any changes in sunspot 
numbers reflect changes inside the sun. "During this transition, the sun is giving us a real 
glimpse into its interior," says Hathaway.
When sunspot numbers drop at the end of each 11-year cycle, solar storms die down and 
all becomes much calmer. This "solar minimum" doesn't last long. Within a year, the spots 
and storms begin to build towards a new crescendo, the next solar maximum.
What's special about this latest dip is that the sun is having trouble starting the next solar 
cycle. The sun began to calm down in late 2007, so no one expected many sunspots in 
2008. But computer models predicted that when the spots did return, they would do so in 
force. Hathaway was reported as thinking the next solar cycle would be a "doozy": more 
sunspots, more solar storms and more energy blasted into space. Others predicted that it 
would be the most active solar cycle on record. The trouble was, no one told the sun.
The first sign that the prediction was wrong came when 2008 turned out to be even calmer 
than expected. That year, the sun was spot-free 73 per cent of the time, an extreme dip 
even for a solar minimum. Only the minimum of 1913 was more pronounced, with 85 per 
cent of that year clear.
As 2009 arrived, solar physicists looked for some action. They didn't get it. The sun 
continued to languish until mid-December, when the largest group of sunspots to emerge 
for several years appeared. Finally, a return to normal? Not really.
Even with the solar cycle finally under way again, the number of sunspots has so far been 
well below expectations. Something appears to have changed inside the sun, something the 
models did not predict. But what?
The flood of observations from space and ground-based telescopes suggests that the 
answer lies in the behaviour of two vast conveyor belts of gas that endlessly cycle material 
and magnetism through the sun's interior and out across the surface. On average it takes 
40 years for the conveyor belts to complete a circuit (see diagram).
When Hathaway's team looked over the observations to find out where their models had 
gone wrong, they noticed that the conveyor-belt flows of gas across the sun's surface have 
been speeding up since 2004.

file:///C:/Clients/Ham Mag//article/mg20127001.300-space-storm-alert-90-seconds-from-catastrophe.html
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/
http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/predict.shtml
http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2006/10mar_stormwarning/
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The circulation deep within the sun tells a different story. Rachel Howe and Frank Hill of the 
National Solar Observatory in Tucson, Arizona, have used observations of surface disturbances, 
caused by the solar equivalent of seismic waves, to infer what conditions are like within the sun. 
Analysing data from 2009, they found that while the surface flows had sped up, the internal 
ones had slowed to a crawl.
These findings have thrown our best computer models of the sun into disarray. "It is certainly 
challenging our theories," says Hathaway, "but that's kinda nice."
It is not just our understanding of the sun that stands to benefit from this work. The extent to 
which changes in the sun's activity can affect our climate is of paramount concern. It is also 
highly controversial. There are those who seek to prove that the solar variability is the major 
cause of climate change, an idea that would let humans and their greenhouse gases off the 
hook. Others are equally evangelical in their assertions that the sun plays only a minuscule role 
in climate change.

If this dispute could be resolved by an experiment, the obvious strategy would be to see what 
happens when you switch off one potential cause of climate change and leave the other alone. 
The extended collapse in solar activity these past two years may be precisely the right sort of 
test, in that it has significantly changed the amount of solar radiation bombarding our planet. 
"As a natural experiment, this is the very best thing to happen," says Joanna Haigh, a 
climatologist at Imperial College London. "Now we have to see how the Earth responds."

● The climate link
Mike Lockwood at the University of Reading, UK, may already have identified one response - the 
unusually frigid European winter of 2009/10. He has 
studied records covering data stretching back to 1650, and found that severe European winters 
are much more likely during periods of low solar activity (New Scientist, 17 April, p 6). This fits 
an emerging picture of solar activity giving rise to a small change in the global climate overall, 
yet large regional effects.
Another example is the Maunder minimum, the period from 1645 to 1715 during which sunspots 
virtually disappeared and solar activity plummeted. If a similar spell of solar inactivity were to 
begin now and continue until 2100, it would 
mitigate any temperature rise through global warming by 0.3 °C on average, according to 
calculations by Georg Feulner and Stefan Rahmstorf of the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact 
Research in Germany. However, something amplified the impact of the Maunder minimum on 
northern Europe, ushering in a period known as the Little Ice Age, when colder than average 
winters became more prevalent and the average temperature in Europe appeared to drop by 
between 1 and 2 °C.
A corresponding boost appears to be associated with peaks in solar output. In 2008, Judith Lean 
of the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington DC published a study showing that high solar 
activity has a disproportionate warming influence on northern Europe (
Geophysical Research Letters, vol 35, p L18701).
So why does solar activity have these effects? Modellers may already be onto the answer. Since 
2003, spaceborne instruments have been measuring the intensity of the sun's output at various 
wavelengths and looking for correlations with solar activity. The results point to the sun's 
emissions of ultraviolet light. "The ultraviolet is varying much, much, much more than we 
expected," says Lockwood.
Ultraviolet light is strongly linked to solar activity: solar flares shine brightly in the ultraviolet, 
and it helps carry the explosive energy of the flares away into space. It could be particularly 
significant for the Earth's climate as ultraviolet light is absorbed by the ozone layer in the 
stratosphere, the region of atmosphere that sits directly above the weather-bearing 
troposphere.
More ultraviolet light reaching the stratosphere means more ozone is formed. And more ozone 
leads to the stratosphere absorbing more ultraviolet light. So in times of heightened solar 
activity, the stratosphere heats up and this influences the winds in that layer. "The heat input 
into the stratosphere is much more variable than we thought," says Lockwood.
Enhanced heating of the stratosphere could be behind the heightened effects felt by Europe of 
changes in solar activity. Back in 1996, Haigh showed that the temperature of the stratosphere 
influences the passage of the jet stream, the high-altitude river of air passing from west to east 
across Europe.

http://iopscience.iop.org/1748-9326/5/2/024001
file:///C:/Clients/Ham Mag//article/mg20627564.800-quiet-sun-puts-europe-on-ice.html
file:///C:/Clients/Ham Mag//article/mg20527494.700-a-quiet-sun-wont-save-us-from-global-warming.html
http://www.pik-potsdam.de/members/feulner
http://www.pik-potsdam.de/~stefan/
http://www.agu.org/pubs/crossref/2008/2008GL034864.shtml
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Lockwood's latest study shows that when solar activity is low, the jet stream becomes liable to 
break up into giant meanders that block warm westerly winds from reaching Europe, allowing 
Arctic winds from Siberia to dominate Europe's weather.
The lesson for climate research is clear. "There are so many weather stations in Europe that, if 
we are not careful, these solar effects could influence our global averages," says Lockwood. In 
other words, our understanding of global climate change could be skewed by not taking into 
account solar effects on European weather.
Just as one mystery begins to clear, another beckons. Since its launch 15 years ago, the SOHO 
spacecraft has watched two solar minimums, one complete solar cycle, and parts of two other 
cycles - the one that ended in 1996 and the one that is just stirring. For all that time its 
VIRGO instrument has been measuring the total solar irradiance (TSI), the energy emitted by 
the sun. Its measurements can be stitched together with results from earlier missions to provide 
a 30-year record of the sun's energy output. What this shows is that during the latest solar 
minimum, the sun's output was 0.015 per cent lower than during the previous lull. It might not 
sound like much, but it is a hugely significant result.
We used to think that the sun's output was unwavering. That view began to change following 
the launch in 1980 of NASA's Solar Maximum Mission. Its observations show that the amount of 
energy the sun puts out varies by around 0.1 per cent over a period of days or weeks over a 
solar cycle.

● Shrinking star
Despite this variation, the TSI has dipped to the same level during the three previous solar 
minima. Not so during this recent elongated minimum. Although the observed drop is small, the 
fact that it has happened at all is unprecedented. "This is the first time we have measured a 
long-term trend in the total solar irradiance," says Claus Fröhlich of the World Radiation Centre 
in Davos, Switzerland, and lead investigator for the VIRGO instrument.
If the sun's energy output is changing, then its temperature must be fluctuating too. While solar 
flares can heat up the gas at the surface, changes in the sun's core would have a more 
important influence on temperature, though calculations show it can take hundreds of thousands 
of years for the effects to percolate out to the surface. Whatever the mechanism, the cooler the 
surface, the less energy there is to "puff up" the sun. The upshot of any dip in the sun's output 
is that the sun should also be shrinking.
Observations suggest that it is - though we needn't fear a catastrophe like that depicted in the 
movie Sunshine just yet. Back in the 17th century French astronomer Jean Picard made his 
mark by measuring the sun's diameter. His observations were carried out during the Maunder 
minimum, and he obtained a result larger than modern measurements. Was this simply because 
of an error on Picard's part, or could the sun genuinely have shrunk since then? "There has been 
a lot of animated discussion, and the problem is not yet solved," says Gérard Thuillier of the 
Pierre and Marie Curie University in Paris, France.
Observations with ground-based telescopes are not precise enough to resolve the question, due 
to the distorting effect of Earth's atmosphere. So the French space agency has designed a 
mission, aptly named Picard, to return precise measurements of the sun's diameter and look for 
changes.
Frustratingly the launch, on a Russian Dnepr rocket, is mired in a political disagreement 
between Russia and neighbouring Kazakhstan. Until the dispute is resolved, the spacecraft must 
wait. Every day of delay means valuable data being missed as the sun takes steps, however 
faltering, into the next cycle of activity. "We need to launch now," says Thuillier.
What the sun will do next is beyond our ability to predict. Most astronomers think that the solar 
cycle will proceed, but at significantly depressed levels of activity similar to those last seen in 
the 19th century. However, there is also evidence that the sun is inexorably losing its ability to 
produce sunspots (see "The sunspot forecast"). By 2015, they could be gone altogether, 
plunging us into a new Maunder minimum - and perhaps a new Little Ice Age.
Of course, solar activity is just one natural source of climate variability. Volcanic eruptions are 
another, spewing gas and dust into the atmosphere. Nevertheless, it remains crucial to 
understand the precise changeability of the sun, and the way it influences the various regional 
patterns of weather on Earth. Climate scientists will then be able to correct for these effects, not 
just in interpreting modern measurements but also when attempting to reconstruct the climate 
stretching back centuries. It is only by doing so that we can reach an unassailable consensus 
about the sun's true level of influence on the Earth and its climate.

http://www.ias.u-psud.fr/virgo/
http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/heasarc/missions/solarmax.html
http://www.pmodwrc.ch/
http://smsc.cnes.fr/PICARD/
file:///C:/Clients/Ham Mag//article/mg20627640.800-whats-wrong-with-the-sun.html?full=true" \l "bx276408B1
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Please feel free to send notices to 
john@thecomputerman.co.nz

Buy – Sell - Etc

Please feel free to send you Buy, Sell or Trade 
notices to john@thecomputerman.co.nz

Free listing to Branch Members

NOTICES

Gisborne Car Rally
7th August

SAREX 
2nd & 3rd October

Hawkes Bay Car Rally
28th August

Rally Wairarapa 
11th & 12th September

Rally Wairarapa 
11th & 12th September

mailto:john@thecomputerman.co.nz
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